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The candidate correctly draws and labels
two force vectors.

For an Achieved, the candidate correctly calculates the size of the centripetal force of the car. To get a Merit, the candidate
also needs to draw a correct vector diagram..

The candidate correctly explains that at position A the force from the track equals the gravity force .To get a Merit, the candidate needs to
give the complete answer for both positions with links between concepts.

The candidate correctly calculates the speed of the car on top of the loop. For Excellence, the candidate needs to show correct
calculation and correct answer for the height H.

To get an Achieved, the candidate needs to state that gravitational potential energy changes to both linear and rotational kinetic energy.

Correct equation and evidence for calculating the rotational kinetic energy.

For an Achieved, the candidate uses the correct formula to calculate the time taken to complete the
first full rotation but substituting incorrect final angular velocity.

The candidate correctly links two ideas by stating that solid cylinder has less rotational inertia since it has all its mass closer to the centre
and then correctly links two ideas to conservation of energy.

To get an Achieved, the candidate
needs to state that the acceleration(or
restoring force) is proportional to
displacement and acts in the opposite
direction to displacement.

Correct working and answer for the bumble bee's acceleration.

The candidate correctly states the name of the phenomenon as resonance and links matching driving frequency to natural frequency.

For an Achieved, the candidate needs to correctly draw the damped shape for 3 complete cycles starting at +20cm. To gain a
Merit, the candidate needs to have a constant period and include appropriate values on both the axes for 3 complete cycles.

